
1 Externalities in collective decision-
making

A person�s vote may a¤ect the outcome of an election.
If others care about that outcome, that vote generates
externalities.

Today: an exploration of implications of externalities in
voting

Implications for:

� Probability that democracy gets decisions right

� Desirability of voluntary vs compulsory voting
Should a person be free to decide whether to vote?

� Robustness of collective decisions to external in�u-
ence

Should a person be free to decide whether to sell her vote?



2 Should voting be a free decision?

Many countries encourage voter participation in elections:

Italy: subsidize travel costs.

U.S.: Make absentee voting easier.

Other countries make voting mandatory:

For instance in Argentina, Australia and Brazil.



Competing reasons:

force everyone to vote so that election outcome is repre-
sentative of whole population vs

let those who do not care about being represented stay
at home



Simple model of elections as way to aggregate pref-
erences (Krasa and Polborn, forthcoming)

Environment:

N citizens have right to vote for one of two candidates,
A or B

Each citizen prefers A with probability � 2 [0; 1]

� drawn from a distribution G (�)

Voting costs c 2 [c; �c], 0 < c < 1
2; drawn from distribu-

tion F (c)

Simple majority rule in place



Preferences:

Voter gets 1 if his preferred candidate wins, zero other-
wise

Subsidy s is paid to voters

De�ne: E = elected candidate, Pi=candidate preferred
by citizen i, vi=indicator variable for i�s vote

Citizen i�s utility is,

u (Ei; vi; Pi; ci) =

(
1� vi (ci � s) if E = Pi
�vi (ci � s) if E 6= Pi



QUESTION: Should we subsidize voting?

Zero subsidy means voluntary voting

s > �c means compulsory voting (think of it as a �ne)



Answer depends on the presence and nature of voting
externalities

If everyone else loses a dollar if candidate B is elected
and I�m the only A supporter and I show up and vote,
the externality I create is � (N � 1)

Theoretical question: Is the Externality from
voting positive or negative?

Positive externality Negative externality

Encourage Voting Discourage Voting



Borgers (2004) a particular case of Krasa and Polborn�s
model, where � = 1

2

Borgers�result: the externality is negative, so we should
not encourage voting.

Reason: think of an A supporter who is not voting and
consider how externalities hit voters and non-voters when
� = 1

2

Consider a particular Asupporter. This Asupporter is
pivotal in two cases:

Avoters Bvoters Non voters

k k

Avoters Bvoters Non voters

k1 k

Does
not
vote

Tie

B wins
votes

A wins

Tie



In �rst situation where A supporter is pivotal,

Avoters Bvoters Non voters

k kDoes
not
vote

Tie votes A wins

Same number

Gains=losses

Same number in expectation

Gains=losses

No externality if A supporter votes.



But in the second situation where A supporter is pivotal,

Avoters Bvoters Non voters

k1 kDoes
not
vote

B wins votes Tie

More B voters

Gains<losses Gains=losses

Negative externality if A supporter votes.

Same number in expectation

Given the negative externality, voluntary voting is better
than compulsory voting.



But things change if � 6= 1
2

Suppose � = 0:6

Then if it were known that A will win for sure, nobody
would have an incentive to vote. Hence, for positive par-
ticipation, election must be close.

Election can only be close if B supporters have higher
turnout rate than A supporters, and A supporters are
over-represented among non-voters



So consider again the two situations where A supporter
who is not voting would be pivotal

In the �rst situation,

Avoters Bvoters Non voters

k kDoes
not
vote

Tie votes A wins

Same number

Gains=losses Gains>losses

Positive externality if A
supporter votes.



In the second situation,

Avoters Bvoters Non voters

k1 kDoes
not
vote

B wins votes Tie

More B voters

Gains<losses

With sufficiently many non voters,
externality is positive.

#A supporters >60%

Gains>losses



A supporter votes Positive externality

B supporter votes Negative externality

Policies that increase the expected number of A
voters more than the expected number of Bvoters
may increase welfare.

Clearly, under � > 1
2 a policy that makes everyone vote

will increase the number of voters for A more than for B



3 Voting externalities and the cor-

ruptibility of democracy

Principal & N member committee. Member i casts vote
vi 2 fyes; nog: Let v=[v1; :::; vN ].

Committee decision d(v) 2 fY es = 1; No = 0g. Deci-
sion rule: M -majority.

Payo¤s

For the principal,

d(v)� �
X

i=1;:::;N

bi(v):

For voter i,

�d(v)�i + bi(v);

where types �i drawn from distribution F (�) (associated
density f(�)).



Timing

Stage 1. Nature determines types �i. Principal o¤ers
bribe scheme b(v).

Stage 2. Committee members cast votes simultaneously
and noncooperatively.



Assumptions

1: The principal has deep pockets

2: The o¤ers of the principal are public

3: Voter preferences are public information

4: The vote pro�le v is contractible for principal

5: Committee members care about money and the col-
lective decision (�outcome�), but not about their votes
per se

6: Committee members can communicate and coordinate
but cannot bind themselves to vote in any way



Solution concept

Sub game perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE)

Selection criterion

If there are multiple equilibria, we assume the principal
can obtain a decision if voting the principal�s way is a (at
least weakly) dominant strategy for a majority



Example: N=3; Results under assumptions (1-
6)

Laissez faire voting game:

S,S,S0,0,0

0,0,00,0,0

S,S,S0,0,0

0,0,00,0,0

S,S,SS,S,S

S,S,S0,0,0

S,S,SS,S,S

S,S,S0,0,0

no2 yes2

yes3
no2 yes2

yes3
no2 yes2

no3
no2 yes2

no3

no1

yes1

no1

yes1

no1

yes1

no1

yes1

Figure 1: Laissez faire case

Five PSNE: [n; n; n], [n; n; y], [n; y; n], [y; n; n] and
[y; y; y].

� [y; y; y] surprising, but not too appealing: involves
weakly dominated strategies.

� Voting \no�keeps committee members on the safe
side.



Voting game under in�uence

Principal o¤ers every member a bribe b = � + " for a
pivotal \yes� vote, just " for a non pivotal �yes� vote
and zero otherwise.

P, P,SP,0,0

0, P ,00,0,0

P, P,SP,0,0

0, P ,00,0,0

PS, PS, PSP,S, P

S, P, P0,0, P

PS, PS, PSP,S, P

S, P, P0,0, P

no2 yes2

no3

no1

yes1

no1

yes1

no1

yes1

no1

yes1

no2 yes2

yes3

Figure 2: In�uence case

Unique voting Nash equilibrium in strictly dominant strate-
gies: [y; y; y].

Proposition: Under assumptions 1-6, the Principal can
implement decision \Y es�at no cost.



Remarks

� Example extends to committees of size N and any
majority ruleM < N (o¤er pivotal bribes toM +1

voters)

� Ine¢ ciency when � < N�

� Talk cannot help voters

� Voters do not compete directly (contrast with Fere-
john 1986, section 4)

� Multiple equilibria under weak dominance. Applica-
tion to legislative voting: minimum winning coali-
tions (Riker 1962), supermajorities (Groseclose &
Snyder 1996), unanimity (Weingast 1979; Niou &
Ordeshook 1985)

� Ine¢ cient democracies? (Wittman 1989)



� Main message: capture of collective decisions may
be too easy and extreme, and lead to ine¢ ciency

� Realistic? Robustness?

Costless capture fairly easy to avoid.

Ine¢ ciency harder to eliminate.



Relaxing assumptions

1. Bribes not credible if
P
i=1;:::;N bi(v) > � )no prob-

lem if � > �M� (M is some majority set)

2. Secret o¤ers: no problem because of dominance im-
plementation criterion

3. Types are private info)with bounded support!costless
capture; with in�nite support!costless capture if restric-
tions placed on F (�)

4. Bribes contingent on individual vote (Snyder 1991,
Groseclose & Snyder 1996), vote share, or �nal outcome
(Shepsle &Weingast 1981, Baron & Ferejohn 1989, Lizzeri
& Persico 2001) ) costly capture (cost'M�)



Relaxing assumptions

5: vote related costs �

n y n y
n 0,0,0 0,η,0 0,0,η -θ,η-θ,η-θ

y -η,0,0 -η-θ,η-θ,θ -η-θ,θ,η-θ -η-θ,η-θ,η-θ

n y

so (i) inducing [y; y; y] costs at least 3�, and (ii) in-
ducing, say, [y; y; n] costs 2(�+�). Capture costly but
possible and ine¢ cient if (i) � 2 [3�;3(�+�)), and (ii)
� 2 [2(�+�);2(�+�) + �).

Only eliminating externality � (from players not caring
about �nal outcome) eliminates ine¢ ciency.

For committee size N with majority M : cost of capture
is min{M(� + �),(M + 1)�}



Relaxing assumptions

6. Voter collusion

Might be facilitated by di¤erent type of institutional de-
vices or social norms

a. Repeated interaction

b. Motion to table voted under secrecy

c. Vote secretly to change majority rule to unanimity
(or, vote to give everyone a veto)



Relaxing assumptions

6. Voter collusion

d.Transfer schemes: voters can set price with full
contracting capabilities (a role for party discipline?)

Full contracting among voters: 3-stage game. First, vot-
ers contract among themselves. Second, principal o¤ers
bribes. Third, voters vote.



Suppose contracts express agreement: �Whomever votes
�no� is to receive a transfer t=2 from each of the other
two voters.�Game becomes,

n y n y
n 0,0,0 t/2,t,t/2 t/2,t/2,t tθ,t/2θ,t/2θ

y t,t/2,t/2 t/2θ,t/2θ,tθ t/2θ,tθ,t/2θ -θ,θ,θ

n y

Voting �no� is strictly dominant strategy

Inducing [y; y; y] costs 3t. Inducing a strict majority
costs 2( t2 + �)

Voters can tailor t as to set the committee�s �price� at
will and extract � from principal

Internal contracting yields bargaining power

A role for political parties?



When should we keep votes secret?

� Votes tend to be secret in elections but public in
legislatures. Why?

N voters, each corruptible (i.e., rational) with prob-
ability p. With probability 1 � p members are non-
corruptible and always vote the right way

Assume # of corruptible voters is larger than the
required majority M

Each committee member loses � if a bad project is
passed, and he attaches value � > 0 to retaining
o¢ ce

Each committee member represents a constituency.
A member�s reappointment depends satisfying con-
stituency
A bad project is under consideration in the commit-
tee...



� Secret voting

Constituents see only if project is approved or not.
It if it, it means a majority took bribes, but unclear
who

Hence constituents equally update their priors on the
moral type of all members. Given the prior p, the
posterior on all members will be greater than p after
a bad project is passed. Any challenger with proba-
bility p is more attractive to constituents

Thus, the game has payo¤ structure analogous to
the baseline game: legislators sustain a loss � + �
whenever a majority votes yes

Hence under secret voting the cost of capture would
be M(� + �), as the principal can only condition
payments on the collective decision (or the vote share
when observed)



Public voting

Constituents update their prior p to 1 only on members
voting for bad project, and member loses reelection

Before bribes are o¤ered, the payo¤ structure looks like
when relaxing assumption 5: costs � realize if voting for
undesirable project, costs � accrue if project is approved

Cost of capture: min{M(� + �),(M + 1)�}

Comparing costs of capture under secret and public votes,
we get



Cost of capture with secret vs public votes: M(�+ �) vs
min{M(� + �),(M + 1)�}

Proposition 1 When � is large relative to � (i.e., when
M(� + �) > (M + 1)�), public votes allow for cheaper
capture�so secrecy will be best. Secrecy is unnecessary
otherwise.

� If voters respond only to themselves and care about
the outcome (as in general election, � > 0; � = 0):
secret votes

� If voters are delegates public votes have two e¤ects:

1. Allow the principal use of pivotal bribes and saves
paying for outcome-related costs

2. Introduce vote-related costs through invididual
accountability, which raise cost of capture.

If accountability costs induced by transparency are
relatively strong (� large), secrecy is unnecessary.



Conclusion

A simple model allows to isolate a distinct feature of
groups placed under in�uence:

Collective decisions entail split decision-making rights.

Voting externalities cause a vulnerability of groups to out-
side pressure by a monopolist, and create potential for
ine¢ ciency



O¤er template, or list of features that may a¤ect in�u-
ence over groups and help organize our thoughts:

Things that matter : o¤ers contingent on vote, vote share,
outcome, or vote pro�le; public vs secret votes; do voters
care about outcome or own vote; voter collusion

Things that matter less: are voter preferences public in-
formation; is principal budget constrained.

Things that do not matter : can voters coordinate; are
o¤ers public or secret.


